Hendry, Angela
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

08 June 2017 12:15
FOI
FOIA request re Manchester North Central & South Central

To the FOI Officer
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
14th Floor, Millbank Tower,
21‐24 Millbank
London SW1P 4QP
Dear Sir/Madam
I would like to make a request under the FOIA for information about two aspects of the LGBCE process of proposing
ward boundary changes for North Central and South Central Manchester.
1. Procedures for working with a one‐party authority:
I request information on whether LGBCE adopted any additional procedures in practice when reviewing the
MCC proposals for North Central and South Central Manchester, in recognition that the submission is from an
authority where all Councillors are from a single party, so that there has been no internal opposition or cross‐party
scrutiny of the proposals.

2. Transparency and reporting of late submissions.
The late submissions from community organisations in South Central Manchester in March 2017 pointed to a lack
of public notification or consultation within Manchester, and identified serious problems with the MCC
boundary proposals.
Those who wrote (including myself on behalf of Upping It) were told that late submissions would be
considered. However, we received only standard responses from LGBCE, and I cannot find any mention of the
submissions online.
I therefore ask:
2a. for evidence of any consideration by LBBCE, or concern about, or communication to others, of the content of
those late responses, regarding:
(i) the reported lack of consultation in Manchester,
(ii) the critiques of the proposed boundary changes.
2b. for any subsequent responses, if requested, including from Manchester City Council.
2c. for a record of the decision by the LGBCE not to pursue or act on the comments made in those late
submissions.
I thank you in advance.
Yours faithfully

_____________________
From:
1
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Hendry, Angela
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Cleverly, Karen
22 June 2017 15:29
Response to Freedom of Information Request FOI 08/17
Response-2017-06-22-docs.pdf

Dear
Our ref: FOI 08/17
Thank you for your email of 8 June 2017 requesting information under the Freedom of Information Act
2000. The Commission does hold information relevant to your request.
You requested:
Information about two aspects of the LGBCE process of proposing ward boundary changes for
North Central and South Central Manchester.
1. Procedures for working with a one-party authority:
I request information on whether LGBCE adopted any additional procedures in practice when
reviewing the MCC proposals for North Central and South Central Manchester, in recognition that
the submission is from an authority where all Councillors are from a single party, so that there
has been no internal opposition or cross-party scrutiny of the proposals.
The Local Government Boundary Commission for England does not have any additional procedures for
review proposals from authorities where all councillors are from a single party. The Commission considers
all submissions equally.
2. Transparency and reporting of late submissions.
The late submissions from community organisations in South Central Manchester in March 2017
pointed to a lack of public notification or consultation within Manchester, and identified serious
problems with the MCC boundary proposals.
Those who wrote (including myself on behalf of Upping It) were told that late submissions would be
considered. However, we received only standard responses from LGBCE, and I cannot find any
mention of the submissions online.
The late submissions received can be found online here - http://www.lgbce.org.uk/current-reviews/northwest/greater-manchester/manchester
I therefore ask:
2a. for evidence of any consideration by LBBCE, or concern about, or communication to others, of
the content of those late responses, regarding:
(i) the reported lack of consultation in Manchester,
(ii) the critiques of the proposed boundary changes.
Please find attached the emails in which the late submissions and the reported lack of consultation in
Manchester were discussed.
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2b. for any subsequent responses, if requested, including from Manchester City Council.
The Commission raised no concerns with Manchester City Council regarding the reported lack of
consultation during the review.
2c. for a record of the decision by the LGBCE not to pursue or act on the comments made in those
late submissions.
The decision by the LGBCE to not take account of the late submissions was made verbally in a meeting
held at the Commission’s offices for which no notes were made, however I attach an email from the
LGBCE to Ordnance Survey regarding the decision.
The Commission has recently carried out a review of its consultation practices and a paper outlining the
new procedures was considered at a recent Commission meeting. I attach a copy of that paper.
If you have any queries or concerns please do not hesitate to contact me on the details provided below.
Please remember to quote the reference number above in any future communications.
If you wish to request a review of our decision, you should write to:
Lynn Ingram
Finance Director
Local Boundary Commission for England
14th Floor, Millbank Tower
Millbank
London
SW1P 4QP
If you are not content with the outcome of your complaint or review, you may apply directly to the Information
Commissioner for a decision. Details of this procedure can be found on the ICO website:
http://www.ico.gov.uk.
Generally, the ICO cannot make a decision unless you have exhausted the complaints procedure provided
by the Local Government Boundary Commission for England.
Yours sincerely,

Karen Cleverly
Finance Lead
LGBCE
14th Floor Millbank Tower
London SW1P 4QP
0330 500 1260

_

_

How are we doing? Click here to give us your views.
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Cooper, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cooper, Mark
05 April 2017 13:49
Dunkeyson, Lucy
Manchester

Lucy,
Just had another sub for Manchester on a different part of the city.
I wonder if the review was not well publicised by MCC and what we do about it.
Shall we talk tomorrow.
M
Mark Cooper
Review Officer
LGBCE
14th Floor Millbank Tower
London SW1P 4QP
0330 500 1272

_

_

How are we doing? Click here to give us your views.
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Cooper, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dunkeyson, Lucy
14 June 2017 15:25
Cooper, Mark
FW: Manchester

From:
Sent: 05 April 2017 10:47
To: Dunkeyson, Lucy <Lucy.Dunkeyson@LGBCE.org.uk>;
Subject: RE: Manchester
Hi Lucy
No problem, we can accommodate this – just let us know the decision and any subsequent requirement (action/ date)
and we’ll get it done.
Kind regards

Operations Production Manager
Data Enhancement | Boundaries

Phone:
Explorer House, Adanac Drive, Southampton, United Kingdom, SO16 0AS
Please consider your environmental responsibility before printing this email.

From: Dunkeyson, Lucy [mailto:Lucy.Dunkeyson@LGBCE.org.uk]
Sent: 05 April 2017 10:41
To: Sara Baverstock
; Tracy Piper
Subject: Manchester
Hi Sara, Tracy
There is a chance we will need to change the Manchester map slightly – we may be making a late change
to one boundary between two wards. The proposal is to move Whitworth Park and the art gallery into Moss
Side instead of Ardwick. (We have received a very late notice flurry of correspondence urging us to do
this.)
We won’t know for certain until the Commissioners have discussed it tomorrow. It is scheduled to launch
on Tuesday. If the Commissioners do decide to change it, is there any chance you would be able to
change the map on a very short turnaround, of just a day or two?
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I do appreciate this is an abnormally short notice request and it’s fine if it can’t be done – we can delay
publication if necessary.
Thanks,
Lucy
Lucy Dunkeyson (née Ward)
Review Manager
LGBCE
14th Floor Millbank Tower
London SW1P 4QP
0330 500 1281

_

_

How are we doing? Click here to give us your views.

This email is only intended for the person to whom it is addressed and may contain confidential
information. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender and delete this email which
must not be copied, distributed or disclosed to any other person.
Unless stated otherwise, the contents of this email are personal to the writer and do not represent the official
view of Ordnance Survey. Nor can any contract be formed on Ordnance Survey's behalf via email. We
reserve the right to monitor emails and attachments without prior notice.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Ordnance Survey Limited (Company Registration number 09121572)
Registered Office: Explorer House
Adanac Drive
Southampton SO16 0AS
Tel: 03456 050505
http://www.os.uk
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Cooper, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dunkeyson, Lucy
14 June 2017 15:25
Cooper, Mark
FW: Manchester

From: Dunkeyson, Lucy
Sent: 05 April 2017 10:50
To: Cooper, Mark <mark.cooper@lgbce.org.uk>; Smith, Rebecca <Rebecca.Smith@LGBCE.ORG.UK>; Bowell, Marcus
<marcus.bowell@lgbce.org.uk>; Ashby, Jonathan <Jonathan.Ashby@LGBCE.ORG.UK>
Subject: RE: Manchester
Sara has said OS can accommodate a last-minute quick turnaround – so it’s all down to how soon the
Commissioners decide.
Lucy
From: Cooper, Mark
Sent: 05 April 2017 10:21
To: Smith, Rebecca <Rebecca.Smith@LGBCE.ORG.UK>; Bowell, Marcus <marcus.bowell@lgbce.org.uk>; Ashby,
Jonathan <Jonathan.Ashby@LGBCE.ORG.UK>
Cc: Dunkeyson, Lucy <Lucy.Dunkeyson@LGBCE.org.uk>
Subject: RE: Manchester
It all depends on Tony’s view tomorrow whether we will need to take it back to Commissioners. If we do make the
change I can still do the launch stuff by Friday but I don’t know whether it is possible to get Commission agreement
by then. Nor whether OS will be able to make the change that quickly. I’ll make sure Tony knows this.
Lucy – is it worth dropping OS an email to see if they could make a quick turnaround on the mapping?
Mark
Mark Cooper
Review Officer
LGBCE
14th Floor Millbank Tower
London SW1P 4QP
0330 500 1272

_

_

How are we doing? Click here to give us your views.
From: Smith, Rebecca
Sent: 05 April 2017 10:16
To: Cooper, Mark <mark.cooper@lgbce.org.uk>; Bowell, Marcus <marcus.bowell@lgbce.org.uk>; Ashby, Jonathan
1

<Jonathan.Ashby@LGBCE.ORG.UK>
Cc: Dunkeyson, Lucy <Lucy.Dunkeyson@LGBCE.org.uk>
Subject: RE: Manchester
Hi Mark.
The next set of scheduled launches are on the 9th May. There’s a chance we could add in another upload date before
then (depending on what the Commission say) but you will have to discuss that with Marcus.
How likely is it that we will not be going live on Tuesday?
It’s just that we will have to notify Informed Solutions before Friday, and I will still need my letters approving (I’ve
written them up already, but will need to know the number of summaries the council wants/if there are any
parishes with electoral changes – which I don’t think there are!)
Thanks
Becca
Rebecca Smith
Review Assistant
LGBCE
14th Floor Millbank Tower
London SW1P 4QP
0330 500 1251

_

_

How are we doing? Click here to give us your views.
From: Cooper, Mark
Sent: 05 April 2017 09:44
To: Bowell, Marcus <marcus.bowell@lgbce.org.uk>; Ashby, Jonathan <Jonathan.Ashby@LGBCE.ORG.UK>; Smith,
Rebecca <Rebecca.Smith@LGBCE.ORG.UK>
Cc: Dunkeyson, Lucy <Lucy.Dunkeyson@LGBCE.org.uk>
Subject: Manchester
Marcus cc Jonny, Rebecca and Lucy
As you’re aware there has been a bit of post review correspondence in Manchester regarding a proposal we could
make pre-launch. I have sent it to Tony and he wishes to discuss it in person tomorrow and take a closer look at
the maps. I think he is swaying towards making the change.
If we do make the change, we would need to clear it with the other Commissioner and get OS to change the signed
off map. Should that be the case, could you let me know when the next launch date would be as we would miss the
Tuesday launch date unless Commission and OS sort very quickly (plus I am in Carlisle all day Monday and travelling
Tuesday morning).
Mark
Mark Cooper
2

Review Officer
LGBCE
14th Floor Millbank Tower
London SW1P 4QP
0330 500 1272

_

_

How are we doing? Click here to give us your views.
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Cooper, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dunkeyson, Lucy
14 June 2017 15:25
Cooper, Mark
FW: Manchester

From: Sara Baverstock
Sent: 07 April 2017 09:33
To: Dunkeyson, Lucy <Lucy.Dunkeyson@LGBCE.org.uk>
Subject: RE: Manchester
No worries, I’ll let Tracy know it’s not a requirement now.
Kind regards
Sara

Sara Baverstock
Operations Production Manager
Data Enhancement | Boundaries

Explorer House, Adanac Drive, Southampton, United Kingdom, SO16 0AS
Please consider your environmental responsibility before printing this email.

From: Dunkeyson, Lucy [mailto:Lucy.Dunkeyson@LGBCE.org.uk]
Sent: 07 April 2017 09:32
To: Sara Baverstock
Subject: RE: Manchester
Hi Sara
Sorry I didn’t let you know yesterday – it’s been decided to leave it as-is.
Thank you for being willing to change it had it needed to be!
Lucy
From: Sara Baverstock
Sent: 07 April 2017 09:29
To: Dunkeyson, Lucy <Lucy.Dunkeyson@LGBCE.org.uk>
Subject: Manchester
Hi Lucy
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Has there been a decision ref Manchester? Having not heard anything we didn’t know if safe to assume it has been
left as-is?
Kind regards
Sara

Sara Baverstock
Operations Production Manager
Data Enhancement | Boundaries

Phone:
Explorer House, Adanac Drive, Southampton, United Kingdom, SO16 0AS
Please consider your environmental responsibility before printing this email.

This email is only intended for the person to whom it is addressed and may contain confidential
information. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender and delete this email which
must not be copied, distributed or disclosed to any other person.
Unless stated otherwise, the contents of this email are personal to the writer and do not represent the official
view of Ordnance Survey. Nor can any contract be formed on Ordnance Survey's behalf via email. We
reserve the right to monitor emails and attachments without prior notice.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Ordnance Survey Limited (Company Registration number 09121572)
Registered Office: Explorer House
Adanac Drive
Southampton SO16 0AS
Tel: 03456 050505
http://www.os.uk
This email is only intended for the person to whom it is addressed and may contain confidential
information. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender and delete this email which
must not be copied, distributed or disclosed to any other person.
Unless stated otherwise, the contents of this email are personal to the writer and do not represent the official
view of Ordnance Survey. Nor can any contract be formed on Ordnance Survey's behalf via email. We
reserve the right to monitor emails and attachments without prior notice.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Ordnance Survey Limited (Company Registration number 09121572)
Registered Office: Explorer House
Adanac Drive
Southampton SO16 0AS
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Tel: 03456 050505
http://www.os.uk
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Cooper, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Cooper, Mark
03 April 2017 10:55
'Tonyredmond'
Dunkeyson, Lucy
Electoral Review of Manchester
Whitworth Park.JPG

Tony,
A quick note to appraise you of some post consultation correspondence. We have received several pieces of
correspondence relating to Whitworth Park (see attached map). We have received these emails almost 2 months
after the close of the consultation but before the launch of the final recommendations.
These submissions argue that Whitworth Park should remain in Moss Side ward as opposed to Ardwick ward where
we had placed it based on the Council’s submission. We did receive one submission during the draft recs
consultation that also suggested this but it did not provide any evidence as to why.
Jolyon has asked me to canvas your view as legally we can make this change as we have not yet published the final
recommendations. The view at this end from Jolyon, Lucy and myself is we should not make the change as it affects
no electors and will not stop any electors using the park which seems to be one of the arguments advanced. More
importantly the map and report have both been signed off and are ready for publication. Marcus thinks that we
could get some good publicity if we were to make the change.
Could you let me have your view? If you think we should make the change we would need to clear with the rest of
Commission in time to not delay the launch next Tuesday.
Mark
Mark Cooper
Review Officer
LGBCE
14th Floor Millbank Tower
London SW1P 4QP
0330 500 1272

_

_

How are we doing? Click here to give us your views.
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Sir Howard Bernstein
Chief Executive
Manchester City Council
Manchester
M60 2LA
26 July 2016
Dear Sir Howard,
ELECTORAL REVIEW OF MANCHESTER
I am writing to inform you that the Commission has, today, opened its consultation
inviting proposals for a new pattern of electoral wards for Manchester City Council.
The Commission is minded to recommend that 96 city councillors should be elected
to Manchester City Council in future. The Commission now invites proposals from the
council, interested parties and members of the public on a pattern of electoral wards
to accommodate those councillors.
The consultation begins to today and will end on 26 September 2016
Publicising the review
I would be grateful if you could bring the consultation to the attention of elected
members. Furthermore, a copy of the Commission's press release and posters
advertising this stage of the review are being sent to your Council. It would be much
appreciated if you could publicise the consultation by arranging for copies to be
placed on display at local information points, and by taking such other steps as you
consider appropriate to bring the review to the attention of the public and other
interested parties. In particular, we would appreciate it if you could promote the
consultation online, via social media and any other channels you would normally use
to engage residents.
Further details about the review are available on our website at www.lgbce.org.uk
where there is information about how to get involved and the kind of evidence the
Commission is seeking in support of any proposed division patterns.
In addition, the Commission’s consultation portal allows visitors to interact with online
maps of the current electoral divisions, draw their own boundaries and feed views
into the consultation process directly. The portal is available at
www.consultation.lgbce.org.uk.
Submissions can also be made by email to reviews@lgbce.org.uk and by post to the
address at the end of this letter.

Local Government Boundary Commission for England, 14th Floor Millbank Tower, Millbank, London, SW1P 4QP
Tel: 0330 500 1525; reviews@lgbce.org.uk; www.lgbce.org.u

Review timetable
This phase of consultation closes on 26 September 2016.
Once the Commission has considered all the proposals received during this phase of
consultation, it plans to publish draft recommendations for new electoral
arrangements in November 2016. Public consultation on the draft recommendations
is scheduled to take place between November 2016 and January 2017. Once the
Commission has considered the representations and evidence as part of that
consultation, it intends to publish final recommendations in April 2017.
New electoral arrangements for the county are scheduled to come into effect at the
city council elections in 2018.
Creating a pattern of wards
In drawing up a pattern of electoral wards, the Commission must balance its three
statutory criteria, namely:




To deliver electoral equality where each city councillor represents roughly the
same number of electors as others across the city.
That the pattern of wards should, as far as possible, reflect the interests and
identities of local communities.
That the electoral arrangements should provide for effective and convenient
local government.

The Commission will test proposals against the criteria before drawing up draft
recommendations. Accordingly, all proposals should demonstrate how they meet the
three requirements. The Commission will take decisions based on the strength of the
evidence presented to it and not merely on assertion. For example, details of
community interests such as the location and use made of local facilities, services
and local organisations demonstrating how a community manifests itself will carry
greater weight than submissions that simply assert the that an area has community
identity.
The Commission will consider all submissions on their merit. A well-evidenced
submission from an individual which addresses the three statutory criteria will be
more persuasive than one which does not, even if the latter is from an elected
individual or body. .
Further information on drawing up a pattern of electoral wards is available in our
guidance document: Electoral reviews: technical guidance which can be found at
http://www.lgbce.org.uk/policy-and-publications/guidance.We also publish a practical
guide for putting forward submissions called How to propose a pattern of wards
which is available at
http://www.lgbce.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/25694/Proposing-new-wardsguidance-2015-08-04.pdf.
Our website includes information about previous electoral reviews of city councils
where you can see how the Commission came to its conclusions and how other
counties, districts and parishes built their own pattern of divisions.
Local Government Boundary Commission for England, 14th Floor Millbank Tower, Millbank, London, SW1P 4QP
Tel: 0330 500 1525; reviews@lgbce.org.uk; www.lgbce.org.uk

Please feel free to contact us at any time should you have any questions. Officers at
the Commission will be happy to assist with technical aspects of your division
scheme either in person or via email or telephone.
Correspondence and enquiries
Correspondence relating to this review should be addressed to:
Review Officer (Manchester)
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
14th Floor Millbank Tower,
Millbank
London
SW1P 4QP
or direct to your main contacts at the Commission who will be:
•
Mark Cooper, Review Officer, with specific responsibility for the day-to-day
running of the review
•
Lucy Ward, Review Manager, who leads the team dealing with this and other
reviews
I am copying this letter to the organisations and individuals listed below.
Yours sincerely

Jolyon Jackson CBE
Chief Executive
Reviews@lgbce.org.uk
0330 500 1525
cc

MPs and MEPs with constituency interests in Manchester
Police and Crime Commissioner for Manchester
Manchester Clinical Commissioning Groups
Greater Manchester Fire and Rescue Service

Local Government Boundary Commission for England, 14th Floor Millbank Tower, Millbank, London, SW1P 4QP
Tel: 0330 500 1525; reviews@lgbce.org.uk; www.lgbce.org.uk

Consultation Working Group – February 2017
Introduction
This paper explores how the Commission identifies, targets and engages with local people and
groups during a review. It reviews the current process and makes recommendations on how the
Commission can improve its practice.
The paper focuses on electoral reviews. Activity relating to corporate stakeholder management
(Speaker’s Committee, local government community etc) is dealt with under separate policies.

Consultation
Consultation is a one of the most important parts of every electoral review. There are three reasons
why we spend considerable time, money and effort on it:
-

It is the law – the Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act 2009 demands
that the Commission ‘informs persons who may be interested in the review’ that the review is
happening. We must take representations from those interested persons on draft
recommendations. It is also our practice to build draft recommendations through the additional
Stage One consultation.

-

Local evidence makes for good recommendations – especially on identifying community
interests & identities. When we say “local people know their area best”, we mean it.

-

To make our process open, transparent and accessible – as a public body, the Commission has
responsibilities to conduct its business in a such a fashion. We also have a strategic objective to
‘strive to do things better’.

Process
The review consists of three phases:
1. Review - of current Commission practice and research on other bodies carrying out similar
work (e.g. other boundary commissions, public bodies and organisations engaging in public
consultation).
2. Stakeholder mapping – to assess which groups and individuals with whom the Commission
should communicate during a review. The exercise mapped likely expectations, influence
and interest in the review and set a framework for deciding new activity.
3. Audience-based action plan – to review current consultation activity for each stakeholder
grouping and recommend further specific activity and improvement.

1. Review
The review first considered the effectiveness of the Commission’s approach against the principles of
consultation as set out by the Cabinet Office in 2016. The Commission largely conforms to the
majority of the aspirations of the guidance under its current practice. For example, the Commission
1

provides enough time for people to respond, the process is transparent with all views (and the
Commission’s decisions being available for scrutiny), they use a range of digital technologies and not
simply documents and they have a purpose: namely to shape recommendations.
The review then explored practice among other similar bodies to find best practice examples. This
included other UK boundary commissions (and international commissions), local authorities and
other public bodies (TfL, government departments and agencies).
The Commission’s current practice was found to compare favourably with similar bodies doing
comparable work. In relation to the time (and opportunities) dedicated to consultation, the ways in
which individuals and group could participate and the guidance it provides, the Commission’s
processes exceed those of other bodies.
However, there were three areas where the review found its objectives could better match the
Cabinet Office’s aspirations and where its work was subsequently focused:
-

Increasing the overall reach of consultation.

-

Encouraging a high quality of submissions.

-

Improving participation by minority groups.

2. Stakeholder mapping
The review considered all the groups and individuals who play (or might play) a part in consultation
during electoral reviews. Groups were segmented according to their likely influence on the review
and their interest in the process and/or outcome. The exercise was designed so that activity could be
tailored with the individual needs of the groups in mind thereby making consultation more effective
in both reaching the audience and eliciting high quality submissions from them.
Each group was placed in one of four standard categories:
Manage closely – groups or individuals that are directly affected by the review and/or will contribute
to it. These groups should be closely managed, targeted as individuals and provided with specific and
distinctive information and guidance throughout the review. Within this group are: councillors,
parish council(llor)s and council staff (those that are dealing with the review as well as
communications teams).
Keep informed – groups or individuals that have particular influence in their community who should
be informed of the review and encouraged to participate. These are the community networks which
the review process should exploit to increase the reach of the consultation and provide a broader
range of views. They include community groups such as residents’ and tenants’ groups,
representative groups of traditionally ‘hard to reach’ communities and organised bodies that already
have a stake in local civic society.
Alert – groups or individuals who should be informed of the review and signposted to the
consultation. Though there is likely to be a lower probability that people and groups in this category
will participate in the consultation, the Commission should combine the widest possible access to
the process with the narrowest feasible channel to making a submission that can influence the
outcome. Within this group are members of the public and local institutions (NHS, police, local
business organisations etc).
2

Keep satisfied – groups or individuals who are influential in the review but may or may not have a
specific interest. Only Members of Parliament (with their role in scrutinising orders) fit into this
category.
The results of the stakeholder mapping exercise are set out in figure one below.
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Figure one: stakeholder mapping
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3. Analysis and recommendations
Having reviewed current practice, it is recommended that extra and specific effort should be made
primarily in two areas. Firstly, the Commission should seek to broaden the reach of its engagement
with community groups and, in particular, communities that have needs which might be different
and who are protected under equalities legislation. As a current Commission priority, a new
approach to engaging with minority groups is dealt with at length in the following analysis.
Secondly, the review aimed to move members of public from the ‘alert’ category to the ‘keep
informed’ category. Extending the reach of the consultation and the providing people with the right
tools to participate were priorities.
The analysis for each group and proposals for new activity are listed below and summarised in
Appendix A.
Manage closely
Councillors - the review found that the existing individualised presentations and briefing packs for
Councillors were strong.
New activity: direct councillor communication – the review recommends that the Commission
communicates directly with individual Councillors during a review. Current reliance on
correspondence with the Chief Executive does not provide the range and channeling effect that
could increase the quality and breadth of submissions. Councillor email addresses should be
included in the new stakeholder database (see below) and they should receive communication from
the Commission at the start of the Stage One consultation, publication of draft recommendations
(and further draft recommendations) as well as publication of final recommendations.
Implementation: April 2017.
___
Parishes – the review found that the existing arrangements for communicating with parish councils
were strong. Individualised correspondence and mapping for parishes with electoral changes
(introduced in the last 12 months) provided a template for tailored communication.
New activity – no actions are recommended for parish councils though additional guidance material
proposed elsewhere will strengthen the tools available to them.
___
Council staff – the review found that the establishment of a council contact for the RO to have dayto-day interaction throughout the course of a review was a strength in engagement.
New activity: communications plan – Deeper engagement with councils’ communications teams is
proposed. An individual communications plan should be sent to the council in the preliminary period
to encourage them to use their resources and networks to publicise reviews better and to provide
comprehensive local information to the Commission. Appendix B is a template communications plan
to be rolled out for all reviews. It seeks to exploit web, social media and other networks that are
already managed by the authority.
Implementation: April 2017.
___
5

Keep informed
Community groups – at present, the Commission relies on informal requests for lists of community
groups that might have an interest in the review. This activity is usually carried out shortly before the
launch of the first stage of consultation. With additional guidance, over a longer timeframe, a more
comprehensive stakeholder database could be developed.
New activity: communications plan (including guidance on identifying stakeholders) - the review
proposes a systematic approach to identifying groups that may represent local community interests.
The communications plan includes guidance on the kinds of groups with which the Commission
should engage (see Appendix B).
Implementation: April 2017.
New activity: new guidance materials – tailored materials should be produced to guide potential
participants through the electoral review process. Generic guidance on what an electoral review is
and how to take part should be produced. These should be translated into the top five languages
spoken in England. In addition, they should be available to download as audio files and formatted for
people with visual impairments. All the generic materials will be made available on the website.
Implementation: June 2017.
___
Local media – the Commission currently uses media targeting software to identify local outlets and
individual journalists and delivers six press statements per review. This practice should continue.
New activity: media resources page - should be added to the website to allow local publications,
websites and other outlets to access additional resources to supplement their coverage of the
review and allow other sources to produce their own. Resources should include pictures, posters,
info graphics and template copy.
Implementation: April 2017.
___
Local political parties – the review noted that only political parties currently represented on the
council are automatically included in briefings and correspondence relating to an electoral review.
New activity: engaging political parties not represented on the council - the Commission should
invite political parties. Given the large possible number of parties in some areas, it is proposed that
only parties that fielded a candidate in 50% or more wards in the last local elections should be
contacted.
Implementation: April 2017.
___
Members of the public – Engagement with members of the public is primarily conducted via local
media and through council networks (posters in public buildings and council communications).
New activity: targeted social media campaigns – given the diminishing presence and reach of local
newspapers and other local media (in general), the Commission should trial direct social media
targeting Facebook users in the local authority area. A small budget should be allocated for a trial of
ten reviews to be analysed against a control group.
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Implementation: April 2017.
___
Local institutions – Like community groups, the Commission currently relies on councils to provide a
list of local organisations to build a stakeholder database.
New activity: stakeholder database – as with local organisations, the systematic construction of a
stakeholder database (to include organisations such as schools, housing associations etc) will
increase the potential reach of the consultation.
Implementation: April 2017.
___
MEPs – The Commission currently identifies and corresponds with all MEPs who represent the
authority area in question.
New activity – no additional actions are proposed for MEPs.
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Equalities
The public sector equality duty that is set out in the Equality Act 2010 requires public
authorities, in the exercise of their functions, to have due regard to the need to:
•
•
•

Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct
prohibited by the Act.
Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected
characteristic and those who do not.
Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and
those who do not.

The Act explains that having due regard for advancing equality involves:
•
•
•

Removing or minimising disadvantages suffered by people due to their protected
characteristics.
Taking steps to meet the needs of people from protected groups where these are
different from the needs of other people.
Encouraging people from protected groups to participate in public life or in other
activities where their participation is disproportionately low.

In reviewing existing practice and data, the group found that responses to its satisfaction
survey were predominantly from individuals from older age groups and who described
themselves as ‘white British’. Though the Commission does not ask for personal details
from respondents to consultations directly, it is assumed that this profile largely represents
their characteristics too.
In addition, qualitative feedback from respondents to the survey – and a small number of
complainants – suggested that the Commission had not identified some community groups
which could have participated in the review.
The review proposes steps to improve its practice in two ways:
1. Remove barriers to consultation – by effective targeting of representative groups.
This includes being more methodical and critical about identifying representative
groups at the preliminary stage of a review. Councils will be provided with
guidance and examples of a stakeholder database that includes groups that
represent people with protected characteristics.
2. Encouraging participation and meeting differing needs – designing new
consultation materials that make the process more accessible will help to convert
those interested in the process to become participants. The materials include:
•
•
•

A basic overview of the electoral review process.
Guidance on how to participate.
The above materials will be provided in accessible formats.
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Appendix B: action plan
Identify

Stage

Activity

Channel

Evaluate

New

Responsible

activity
MANAGE CLOSELY
Councillors

Parishes

In house

Council or local Assoc or in house

Prelim

Full council briefing & presentation

F-F + briefing Post review survey

RO

S1+Dr+Fi

Invitation to participate in consultation & publication of final recs (individual cllrs) Email

Post review survey

Y

RA

S1+Dr+Fi

Link to recommendations

Email + Web

Post review survey

Y

RA

Dr+Fi

Hard copy reports to council

H/C

Post review survey

RA

Prelim

Parish presentation

F-F

Post review survey

RO

S1+Dr+Fi

Invitation to participate in consultation & publication of final recs

Email/letter

Post review survey & quant analysis of response rate

RA

S1+Dr+Fi

Link to recommendations

Email + Web

Post review survey

RA

S1+Dr+Fi

Posters

H/C

Post review survey

RA

Dr+Fi

Tailored correspondence re. electoral changes for parish

Email/Letter

Post review survey

RA

Prelim

Comms plan and guidance

briefing

Post review survey

S1+Dr+Fi

Press release + social media updates

PR + SM

Post review survey

D(S+C)

Prelim

Officer meeting & presentation

F-F

Post review survey

RO

F-F

Post review survey

RO

Council staff
Communications team Via council contact

Contact

In house

Throughout Advice on council size case & scheming

Y

RA

KEEP INFORMED
Community groups

Local media

Build stakeholder database in house/council

Prelim

(see attached note)

S1+Dr+Fi

Invitation to participate in consultation & publication of final recs

Email/letter

Post review survey & quant analysis of response rate

RA

S1+Dr+Fi

Link to recommendations

Email + Web

Post review survey

RA

S1+Dr+Fi

Link to tailored guidance & resources

Web

Post review survey & quant analysis of response rate Y

RA

Media monitoring

D(S+C)

PR

Media monitoring

D(S+C)

Throughout Media resource page

Web

Post review survey

Y

D(S+C)

S1+Dr+Fi

Invitation to participate in consultation & publication of final recs

Email

Post review survey

Y

RA

S1+Dr+Fi

Media reports

PR

Media monitoring

Social media updates (including targeted advertising)

SM

Social media analytics

Tailored website resources

Web

Post review survey & quant analysis of response rate

Build media contacts database in house/council Prelim
S1+Dr+fi

Local political parties In house

Quant analysis of response rate

Press, broadcast media, blogs, agencies etc
Press releases & interview offers

Y

RA

ALERT
Members of the public In house/council/media

D(S+C)
Y

D(S+C)
RA

In house
Local institutions

MEPs

Build stakeholder database in house/council

Prelim

(see attached note)

In house/council

S1+Dr+Fi

Invitation to participate in consultation & publication of final recs

Email/letter

Quant analysis of response rate
Quant analysis of response rate

In house

S1+Dr+Fi

Invitation to participate in consultation & publication of final recs

Email/letter

Post review survey

Y

RA
RA
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Appendix B: template communications plan

Electoral review: communications planning
Part one: Introduction
An electoral review proposes new electoral arrangements for a local authority. It will
recommend:
-

The total number of councillors that should be elected to the authority in the future
(‘council size’).

-

The boundaries, names and number of councillors to represent each ward.

The review process takes around a year and includes at least two phases of public
consultation where proposals/comments on ward boundaries will be invited.
More information on the review process, criteria and rules can be found at:
www.lgbce.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/10410/technical-guidance-2014.pdf

Communications:
The Commission has a statutory obligation to publish draft recommendations for new
electoral arrangements and consider representations made on them. In practice, its
consultation and communications activity goes much further.
The Commission’s experience of conducting electoral reviews shows that the best reviews
are those where the council, local organisations and members of the public have engaged
and participated positively in it.
Local participation provides an evidence base which helps the Commission understand the
shape and nature of communities, geographical features and local circumstances. This
intelligence allows the Commission to find the best balance of its statutory criteria when
drawing up electoral arrangements.
Effective communication with the council and communities is therefore a priority of every
electoral review. That is why the Commission seeks support from local authorities to
publicise the review and encourage participation in it.
The consultation process remains solely the responsibility of the Commission throughout the
review process.

Objectives:
The objectives of review communications activity are to:
-

Inform stakeholders, local groups and members of the public that a review is taking
place.

-

Encourage local participation in the review, especially during phases of public
consultation.
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-

Make it as easy as possible for groups and individuals to engage with the review and
provide high quality submissions.

All messages, across all channels, are aligned with the objectives.
Audiences:
The Commission considers every contribution to its review on an equal basis. Boundary
proposals will be adopted where they provide – in the Commission’s judgement – the best
balance of the statutory rules that must be followed in an electoral review. The Commission
therefore welcomes participation in the review from as wide a variety of local sources as
possible. After all, a single submission from an individual member of the public is as likely to
influence the recommendations as an authority-wide scheme backed by the full council.
In practice, the Commission’s communications are aimed at three broad audiences:
-

The council – elected members, staff, local political parties (including MPs).

-

Local organisations – parishes (if any), residents groups and other local
organisations with a particular emphasis on hard-to-reach groups.

-

Members of the public.

Channels:
The Commission aims to channel review participants primarily to its online presence. In
particular, its consultation portal (https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/) is designed to illustrate
recommendations and support feedback on them. All other materials to participate in the
review can be found on the Commission’s website (www.lgbce.org.uk) or on the portal.
However, given the breadth of potential audiences who might take part in the review, the
Commission uses a selection of channels:
-

Consultation portal

-

Corporate website

-

Press statements

-

Social media

-

Briefings and guidance documentation

-

Reports and hard copy mapping

-

Posters

-

Direct correspondence (especially for minority and hard to reach groups)

The Commission accepts incoming representations to consultations through:
-

Consultation portal: consultation.lgbce.org.uk.

-

Email: reviews@lgbce.org.uk.

-

In writing: LGBCE, 14th floor, Millbank Tower, London SW1P 4QP.
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Part two: Communications planning
The rest of this briefing describes the chronology of a review and the communications
actions the Commission will take and activity that can be undertaken by the local authority.
The shaded boxes indicate activity where the Commission asks for the cooperation of the
council.
Review chronology:

1. Preliminary period: Now until xx xxxxxxxxx 201x
The Commission aims to gather background information to support the review and to brief
the council on the process. The preliminary period also allows the council to put forward its
case for the total number of councillors that should be elected to the council in the future: the
‘council size’.
At the end of this phase, the Commission will:
-

Announce the total number of councillors it believes should be elected to the council
in future.

-

Have briefed councillors, council staff and local groups on the review process.

-

Have agreed five-year electorate forecasts for the authority.

-

Have compiled a stakeholder database of local organisations and stakeholders in
preparation for public consultation.

What the Commission does:
-

Commissioners and Commission staff meet full council to brief on review process.

-

Commission staff brief council staff (face to face) on review process.

-

Produces councillor briefing (written): ‘all you need to know’ guide to electoral
reviews.

-

Meets local parishes for review briefing.
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What we expect from the local authority:
-

-

-

Contact details for local groups/organisations/stakeholders. As a minimum,
we expect details (where relevant) for:
o

Parish councils.

o

Civic societies.

o

Tenants’ and residents’ associations.

o

Business groups and economic partnerships.

o

Neighbourhood forums.

o

Parks and environmental groups.

o

Sports and leisure groups.

o

Local charities and trusts.

o

Special interest groups.

o

Any groups or individuals with whom the council would normally
consult.

The Commission aims to engage with groups that often face barriers to
participation in public life. We therefore ask for contact details for any local
groups that represent:
o

Younger or older people.

o

People with disabilities.

o

People from diverse ethnic, racial and/or national backgrounds.

o

Faith communities.

o

Any other groups that represent people who might face barriers to
participating in public consultations.

The Commission also alerts other public bodies and services in your area. We
therefore ask for contact details for:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

District or county council(s) (where relevant)
Local Enterprise Partnership.
NHS Trust(s) and CCGs.
Schools
Chamber of Commerce.
Police service.
Housing associations.

This is not an exhaustive list but provides a starting point for building a stakeholder
database. We welcome suggestions for any other groups or individuals who might
have an interest in the review. An example of such a database is available as an
appendix to this plan.
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2. Invitation to submit warding patterns: xxth xxxxxxxx 201x until xx xxxxxxx 201x
At the same time as the Commission announces the number of councillors to be elected to
the council in the future, it will open a phase of public consultation on new ward boundaries
to accommodate those councillors. The Commission will start with a blank map of the
authority and ask the council, councillors and local groups/people to provide evidence about
community interactions, geographical features and local circumstances to help it draw up
new ward boundaries.
At the end of this phase, the Commission will:
-

Have considered all local evidence provided to it during consultation.

-

Draw up draft recommendations for new electoral arrangements across the authority.

What the Commission does:
-

Issues a press release to announce start of consultation (council will receive
embargoed copy on the afternoon before consultation launch).

-

Publishes dedicated web page: example - www.lgbce.org.uk/current-reviews/southeast/west-sussex/chichester

-

Publishes interactive maps on consultation portal: example https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/6906

-

Updates social media: @LGBCE and www.facebook.com/Local-GovernmentBoundary-Commission-for-England

-

Direct contact through stakeholder list (see above).

-

Posters for council buildings, information points and local groups.

What we expect from the local authority:
-

Publish (version of) Commission press release on council website.

-

Point to consultation through social media.

-

Publish details of consultation on dedicated consultation web pages/portal/app
if applicable.

-

Place posters in local libraries and/or information points (Commission will
provide hard copies).

-

Promote review in resident newsletters (Commission can provide copy).

-

Take any other steps it considers are necessary to promote the consultation.
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3. Publication of draft recommendations and consultation on them:
Xx xxxxxxxx 201x until xx xxxxxxx 201x
The Commission will use all the evidence collected during the previous phase of consultation
to draw up draft recommendations for new electoral arrangements (new wards, ward
boundaries and ward names). It will publish the draft recommendations and hold a phase of
public consultation on them.
At the end of this phase, the Commission will:
-

Have gathered feedback on its draft recommendations and suggestions for
changes/improvements.

-

Be in a position to finalise its recommendations and complete the review.

What the Commission does:
-

Issues a press release to announce start of consultation (council will receive
embargoed copy on the afternoon before consultation launch).

-

Publishes hard copy of report and map of recommendations (council will receive an
embargoed soft copy of the report on the day before the publication).

-

Publishes A3 summary sheet of recommendations.

-

Updates dedicated web page (as above).

-

Publishes interactive maps on consultation portal (as above).

-

Updates social media (see above).

-

Direct mail/email contact through stakeholder list (see above).

-

Posters for council buildings, information points and local groups.

What we expect from the local authority:
-

Publish (version of) Commission press release on council website.

-

Point to consultation through social media.

-

Publish details of consultation on dedicated consultation web pages/portal/app
if applicable.

-

Place posters and hard copy report & maps in local libraries and/or information
points (Commission will provide hard copies).

-

Promote review in resident newsletters, bulletins blog etc (Commission can
provide copy) if applicable.

-

Take any other steps it considers are necessary to promote the consultation.
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4. Publication of final recommendations: xx xxxxxxxx 201x
After considering all submissions on its draft recommendations, the Commission will finalise
its proposals and publish final recommendations. This point marks the end of the public
stages of the electoral review.
At the end of this phase, the Commission will:
-

Have considered all submissions on its draft recommendations and publish final
proposals.

-

Decide whether further consultation (for whole authority or localised) is necessary.
This happens infrequently.

What the Commission does:
-

Issues a press release (council will receive embargoed copy on the afternoon before
launch of final recommendations).

-

Publishes hard copy of report and map of final recommendations (council will receive
embargoed soft copy of the report on the day before publication).

-

Publishes A3 summary sheet of recommendations.

-

Updates dedicated web page.

-

Publishes interactive maps on consultation portal.

-

Updates social media.

-

Direct mail/email through stakeholder list.

-

Draft an order to implement the recommendations which will be laid in both Houses
of Parliament in the forthcoming months.

What we expect from the local authority:
-

Publish (version of) Commission press release on council website.

-

Place hard copy reports and maps in libraries and/or information points.
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5. Post-publication of final recommendations: xxxxxx 201x
After the publication of final recommendations, the Commission will then turn them into law
through the parliamentary process. It will draft an order which seeks to implement the
recommendations through a Statutory Instrument. A draft order will be laid in both Houses of
Parliament under the negative resolution procedure. Subject to the Parliamentary process,
the Commission will make the order at the conclusion of the resolution procedure and it will
be law.
At the end of this phase:
-

The Commission’s recommendations will be law and will be implemented at the next
local elections.

What the Commission does:
-

Drafts and makes an order through the negative resolution procedure.

-

Publishes the draft and ‘made’ order on its website.

-

Informs the council and Local MPs when it lays and makes the order.

The Commission does not expect any direct input from the local authority at this stage of
the review other than to discharge its usual responsibilities to manage local elections.

Please note that dates are occasionally subject to change. Changes will be communicated to
the authority in good time. The Commission is also content for authorities to use any further
methods to inform the public beyond the activity set out in this paper. However, as the
Commission is an independent body, it cannot endorse or support any activity which it
believes could challenge the independence of the review and which might go beyond the
stated objectives set out in the paper.

Contacts:
Review officer: Xxxxxxxx Xxxxxxxxxx, xxxxxxxx.xxxxx@lgbce.org.uk : 033 500 12xx.
Review Manager: Xxxxxxxx Xxxxxxxx, xxxxxxxx.xxxxxx@lgbce.org.uk Tel: 0330 500 12xx.
Director of Strategy and Communications: Marcus Bowell, marcus.bowell@lgbce.org.uk Tel:
0330 500 1250.
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Sir Howard Bernstein
Chief Executive
Manchester City Council
Manchester
M60 2LA
29 November 2016
Dear Sir Howard,
ELECTORAL REVIEW OF MANCHESTER: DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS
The Local Government Boundary Commission for England has opened a public
consultation on its draft recommendations for new electoral arrangements for
Manchester City Council.
The consultation opens today (29 November 2016) and closes on 23 January 2017.
The draft recommendations propose that 96 city councillors should be elected to
Manchester City Council in future. The recommendations also propose new electoral
ward boundaries across the city.
Once the Commission has considered all the responses to the consultation, we aim
to publish final recommendations in April 2017. We will then lay a draft order in both
Houses of Parliament under the negative resolution procedure. Subject to
parliamentary scrutiny, the new electoral arrangements are scheduled to come into
effect at the city elections in 2018.
Manchester City Council currently holds elections by thirds. Where a council elects
by thirds, Schedule 2 to the Local Democracy, Economic Development and
Construction Act 2009 provides that the Commission should have regard to the
desirability of recommending that each ward returns three councillors, subject to its
other statutory criteria of achieving electoral equality, reflecting community identity
and providing for effective and convenient local government. This reflects
Parliament’s view that each elector in a local authority should have the same
opportunity to vote in local elections, irrespective of that authority’s cycle of elections.
All information relating to the draft recommendations is available on our website. The
Commission’s report on its draft recommendations can also be found at:
http://www.lgbce.org.uk. In addition, hard copies of the report and accompanying
map will be dispatched to the council shortly.

Local Government Boundary Commission for England, 14th Floor, Millbank Tower, Millbank, London, SW1P 4QP
Tel: 0330 500 1525; Fax: 0330 500 1526; reviews@lgbce.org.uk; www.lgbce.org.uk

Interactive maps of the proposals are also posted on the Commission’s consultation
portal at: https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk. The portal also allows visitors to submit
comments and alternative proposals.
Publicising the consultation
The Commission will shortly dispatch hard copies of the recommendations to the
council for distribution to local information points. In the meantime, I would be
grateful if you could bring the consultation to the attention of elected members.
We have also provided information on the draft recommendations directly to local
councils and community organisations as well as notifying local press and media.
I would be grateful if you could also take steps to bring the consultation to the
attention of the public and interested parties. Please include details of the
consultation:




On your website;
Promote the consultation through social media and;
Use any other channels you would normally employ to engage residents in
local consultations (newsletters, press releases, publications etc.).

The Commission would be happy to provide information and/or copy to help you
promote the consultation locally.
Draft recommendations
The Commission considered all the submissions it received in the previous stages of
the review before drawing up the draft recommendations.
We have sought to balance the criteria we must follow when drawing up
recommendations, namely:
 To deliver electoral equality where each city councillor represents roughly the
same number of electors as others across the city.
 That the pattern of wards should, as far as possible, reflect the interests and
identities of local communities.
 That the electoral arrangements should provide for effective and convenient
local government.
The Commission will consider all representations made on the draft
recommendations and has an open mind about amending the scheme if an
alternative pattern of wards would better meet the statutory criteria above.
It is also important for respondents to the consultation to indicate where and why
they support the draft recommendations.

Local Government Boundary Commission for England, 14th Floor, Millbank Tower, Millbank, London, SW1P 4QP
Tel: 0330 500 1525; Fax: 0330 500 1526; reviews@lgbce.org.uk; www.lgbce.org.uk

Further information on drawing up a pattern of electoral wards and putting forward
alternative proposals is available in our guidance document: Electoral reviews:
technical guidance which can be found at:
www.lgbce.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/10410/technical-guidance-2014.pdf .
We also publish a practical guide for putting forward submissions called How to
propose a pattern of wards which is available at:
http://www.lgbce.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/25694/Proposing-new-wardsguidance-2015-08-04.pdf.
Our website includes information about previous electoral reviews of city councils
where you can see how the Commission came to its conclusions and how other
counties, districts and parishes responded to consultations on draft
recommendations.
As ever, please feel free to contact us if you have any questions about the
consultation.
Correspondence and enquiries
Correspondence relating to the review – and consultation responses - should be
addressed to:
Review Officer (Manchester)
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
14th Floor
Millbank Tower
Millbank
London
SW1P 4QP
Email: reviews@lgbce.org.uk
Responses to the consultation can also be made directly through our specialist
consultation portal: https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk.
Further information on electoral reviews can also be found at our main website at:
http://www.lgbce.org.uk

Local Government Boundary Commission for England, 14th Floor, Millbank Tower, Millbank, London, SW1P 4QP
Tel: 0330 500 1525; Fax: 0330 500 1526; reviews@lgbce.org.uk; www.lgbce.org.uk

Your direct contacts for the review:


Mark Cooper, Review Officer, with specific responsibility for the day-to-day
running of the review.



Lucy Dunkeyson, Review Manager, leads the team dealing with this and other
electoral reviews.

I am copying this letter to the organisations and individuals listed below.
Yours sincerely

Jolyon Jackson CBE
Chief Executive
reviews@lgbce.org.uk
0330 500 1525
cc

MPs and MEPs with constituency interests in Manchester
Police and Crime Commissioner for Manchester
Manchester Clinical Commissioning Groups
Greater Manchester Fire and Rescue Service

Local Government Boundary Commission for England, 14th Floor, Millbank Tower, Millbank, London, SW1P 4QP
Tel: 0330 500 1525; Fax: 0330 500 1526; reviews@lgbce.org.uk; www.lgbce.org.uk

29 November 2016
Dear Sir or Madam,
ELECTORAL REVIEW OF MANCHESTER: DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS
The Local Government Boundary Commission for England has published draft
recommendations on the future electoral arrangements for Manchester City Council. Today
is the start of an eight-week public consultation on the Commission's draft recommendations
on new ward boundaries across Manchester City Council.
The consultation closes on 23 January 2017.
View the draft recommendations
You can view the Commission's draft recommendations at https://www.lgbce.org.uk where
you can find interactive maps, a report and guidance on how to have your say. The
Commission has not finalised its conclusions and now invites representations on the draft
recommendations.
An interactive map of the Commission's recommendations for Manchester City Council,
electorate figures and guidance on how to propose new wards is available on the
consultation area at: https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk. Further information about the review
and the Commission’s work is also published on our website at: www.lgbce.org.uk.
Have your say
We encourage everyone who has a view on the draft recommendations to contact us
whether you support them or whether you wish to propose alternative arrangements.
Before finalising the recommendations, the Commission will consider every representation
received during consultation whether it is submitted by an individual, a local group or an
organisation. We will weigh each submission against the criteria the Commission must
follow when drawing up electoral arrangements:
•

To deliver electoral equality where each city councillor represents roughly the same
number of electors as others across the city.

•

That the pattern of wards should, as far as possible, reflect the interests and
identities of local communities.

•

That the electoral arrangements should provide for effective and convenient local
government.

It is important that you take account of the criteria if you are suggesting an alternative pattern
of wards. You can find additional guidance and information about previous electoral reviews
on our website to help you or your organisation make a submission.
Get in touch
The Commission welcomes comments on the recommendations report by 23 January 2017.
Representations should be made:
Local Government Boundary Commission for England, 14th Floor, Millbank Tower, Millbank, London, SW1P 4QP
Tel: 0330 500 1525; Fax: 0330 500 1526; reviews@lgbce.org.uk; www.lgbce.org.uk

•

Through our interactive consultation portal where you can explore the maps of the
recommendations, draw your own boundaries and supply comments at:
https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk.

•

By email to: reviews@lgbce.org.uk.

•

Or in writing to:
Review Officer (Manchester)
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
14th Floor
Millbank Tower
Millbank
London
SW1P 4QP

The Commission aims to publish every response it receives during phases of consultation. If
you do not want all or any part of your response or name to be made public, you must state
this clearly in the response. Any such request should explain why confidentiality is
necessary. All responses may be subject to publication or disclosure as required by law
(under the Freedom of Information Act 2000).
This is the last opportunity to influence the Commission's recommendations before they are
finalised. We therefore encourage local people to get in touch with us and have their say.
If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours sincerely
Mark Cooper
Review Officer
reviews@lgbce.org.uk
0330 500 1525

Local Government Boundary Commission for England, 14th Floor, Millbank Tower, Millbank, London, SW1P 4QP
Tel: 0330 500 1525; Fax: 0330 500 1526; reviews@lgbce.org.uk; www.lgbce.org.uk

